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AEA080-AEA121 External Antennas for the AIR200 Reader
The unique combination of the AIR200 ISO reader
and the robust Windows® handheld computer
Workabout Pro of Psion Teklogix® becomes even
more flexible with the different external antennas

for the AIR200. There are three versions for different
applications available, the AEA080 stick antenna,
the AE090 attachable stick antenna and the AEA121
attachable telescopic antenna.

Advantages of AEA080–AEA121

Technical data of AEA080–AEA121

More reading flexibility with external antennas

AEA080

With the integrated antenna of the AIR200 reader the combination of
the AIR200 ISO Reader and the Workabout Pro Windows® Handheld
computer of PSION TEKLOGIX is already very flexible. Nevertheless
the variation of possible applications becomes much wider with the
different external antennas available.

Length

0.80 m

Weight

0.50 kg

Cable

1,5 m with plug for AIR200

The AEA080 Antenna
AEA090
Is a simple solution to
read transponders, ear
tags and bolus that
are more difficult
to reach due to the
location of the animal
or to prevent a too
close contact to the
animal.

AEA080 with AIR200

Length

0.90 m

Weight

0.65 kg

Metal mounting for Workabout G1 and G2
Works with standard and high capacity door

AEA121

The AEA090 Antenna
It offers an equal length of stick
antenna than AEA080 but with the
additional possibility to attach it
to the back of the workabout pro it
supports the one-hand reading
concept and is the right solution
when easy handling and a certain
robustness is required for higher
operation speed.

AEA090 with
AIR200

The AEA121 Antenna
It is the right choice if a flexible
length antenna is required e.g. for
a more convenient transportation.
Attached to the back of the
Workabout Pro the AEA121 supports
the one-hand reading concept and
is the right solution when the long
reading distance shall not reduce
your mobility.
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AEA121 with
AIR200

Length

0.65 to 1.20 m

Weight

0.6 kg

Metal mounting for Workabout G1 and G2
Works with standard and high capacity door

